GENERAL POWER
In Tianjin, People's Republic of China, April 10, 2019
Before me, (Name of Notary Public)
Notary Public of (City and Province domicile of the Notary), in the People's Republic of China.
PRESENTS ITSELF
Mr. Meng Hui, of legal age, Married, provided with valid passport number in his country: E19212850, of
Chinese nationality, with address in (Indicate address of Mr. Meng Hui address).
INTERVENES in own name and right, has, in my opinion, the legal capacity to grant this power, so:
GRANT
That in favor of the following:
Mrs. Ainoha Diaz Robayna; holder of the national identity document of Spanish nationality Nº: 42221183Z,
by profession; of legal age, of single marital status, and domiciled at Avd. Bethencourt and Molina, Nº 8, ZIP:
38400, Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife, Spain.
Mr. Luis Miguel Rguez Rguez; holder of the national identity document of Spanish nationality Nº.:
43356682A, by profession lawyer, of legal age, of civil status Divorced, and domiciled at Avd. Bethencourt
and Molina, Nº 8, ZIP: 38400, Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife, Spain.
Mr. Julio Suárez Rodríguez; holder of the national identity document of Spanish nationality Nº: 52495943F,
of business profession, of legal age, of married marital status, and with address in Vilamar, Nº 11, ZIP.
43820, Calafell, Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain.
It confers general power as broad and as much as in law is required and necessary, so that name and
representation of the granting party, and although it affects the legal figure of self-contracting or have contrary
or parallel interests, exercise without limitation, the following:
FACULTIES
I.- To manage and carry out the necessary and required procedures before the competent official bodies or,
where appropriate, before the Police Station where applicable; to request and obtain the Foreigner
Identification Number (NIE), or other necessary certifications that authorize me to travel and stay in Spanish
territory in accordance with the determinations and terms established by Spanish law, and authorize me to
undertake business, investing and associating or founding legitimate companies, protected under current
Spanish regulations on the subject.
II.- Grant and sign any public and private documents that are necessary for the purposes of this power of
attorney, including deeds of formation of limited companies, before a notary public or competent bodies.
III. Request and register between public and private organizations and especially before the Spanish Patent
and Trademark Registry, names, brands, designs and logos in the name of the principal or his company.
IV- Request, withdraw and obtain Certificates and Authorizations, necessary to set up, register and register
companies or mercantile companies, before the competent authorities, especially Central and Autonomous
Trade Register.
.

V- Request from financial institutions certifications of balance on the date that were necessary or when the
attorney-in-fact deems pertinent, to present to the competent authorities.
VI.- Make applications for the registration of the company in the mercantile, industrial registers, or in the
Canary Economic Zone (ZEC), carrying out any necessary acts required by public or private authorities;
complete and sign applications, forms or proposals, reservations and protests and accepting resolutions,
withdraw resolutions and communications issued by public or private authorities; modify, extend, dissolve and
settle all kinds of requests or requirements, exercise all rights and obligations inherent to compliance with
laws and requirements that are mandatory for the registration of the company in the commercial, industrial
registers, or in the Canarian Economic Zone (ZEC).
VII.- To make the payments that are required to register the company or society, as well as to make the
necessary payments for the registration in official or private organisms, and in the Canary Economic Zone
(ZEC).
VIII.- Represent the authorizing party before the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Finance of the
Government of Spain and Autonomous Canaria as provided in Article 46.1 of the General Tax Law, as well
as in the various administrations and delegations, manage the processing of the required models for register
the company, signing as many documents of conformity in its name as required, prepare and submit on
behalf of the authorizing party the documents required by the official authorities, as well as any type of
appeal, incident or procedure related to obligations and payments of tax taxes of the party in power in Spain
or of any public or private entity or body, without under any circumstances the attorney-in-fact being able to
be considered as agent or depositary of the real or personal property of the party in Spain.
IX.- Represent the authorizing party before the Ministry of Labor and Social Security of the Government of
Spain and Autonomous Canaria, as well as in the different administrations and delegations, manage the
processing of the required models to register the company and its workers, signing as many documents In
accordance with its name, the documents required by the official authorities, as well as any type of recourse,
incidence or procedure related to the obligations and payments of fiscal taxes of the authorizing party in
Spain, must be drawn up and presented in the name of the authorizing party. or of any public or private entity
or body, without in any case the attorney-in-fact being able to be considered as agent or depositary of the
real or personal property of the party in charge in Spain.
X- Grant and sign all public and private documents were accurate for the purposes of this power, including
additional deeds, correction, rectification, clarification or supplement thereof with freedom of agreement and
stipulations.
The present Power of Attorney, will come into force at the time of authentication and signature before a
notary, and will be validated and apostilled by the Consulate of Spain in China, will have a duration of three
(3) months from its signature, being invalidated after of this term, unless the principal sends a new notarial
document of extension, validated and apostilled by the Consulate of Spain in China
The authorizing party is aware of the entire content of this deed, accepts it and ratifies it in its provisions.
So says it, grants and signs. I the Notary I DO FE.

___________________________
(SIGNATURE OF THE NOTARY AND OF THE MANDATORY)

